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CHAPTER ONE 

HEAD DOWN 

 

I KNOW I'M NOT A GOOD READER. But I know how to cover 

it up. I smile at the teachers, keep my hand down, print neatly on 

all my homework, and nod when they explain things.  

Sometimes it can be scary. But I'm a tenth grader now, so I'm 

good at it.  

I enter my last class of the day, English. We have a sub 

again. She's old, kind of hunched over, with a tired look on her 

face.  
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"My name is Ms. Gulliver," she says. "I'm here to teach, and 

I don't play. You will pay attention, do your work, and raise your 

hand to speak. If there's a problem, you will get detention. I will 

also call your parents." 

I know how to act in class, so it doesn't worry me to hear her 

say that.  

"Another thing I want you to know, is that I do not call on 

volunteers," she says. "I will call on you at random from the roll 

book. You have to be ready at all times."  

This worries me. 

She passes out some papers. "I printed this article from the 

Conroy Beacon," she says. "Please begin reading. You will then 

write a one-paragraph summary in your own words."  

A picture shows an old man standing next to a police car. I 

try to read the article, but I can't tell what it's about. 

There's nothing else I can do, so I pick out some sentences 

and begin copying. My printing is neat, so it should work.  
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"Time's up," Ms. Gulliver says. "When I call on you, please 

read your paragraph." 

She looks in the roll book. "Rudy Soto, please begin." 

Rudy reads his paragraph smoothly. I wish I could do that. I 

hope she doesn't call on me. 

Ms. Gulliver looks in the roll book again. I hunch down in 

my seat. 

"Owen Daniels, your turn," she says. 

I pretend not to hear. Maybe she'll call on somebody else.  

"Owen Daniels," Ms. Gulliver says. "Please begin." 

The other kids look at me. I have to read. "Conroy Police are 

looking for three ar... armed sus... suspects in connect... 

connection... with a home inva... invasion robbery on Sunday. The 

vic... victim, a 62-year-old man, was stuck... struck in the head 

with a handgun and received mul... multiply... lacer... lacerations. 

Cash and jewel... jewelry were taken from the resi... residence."  

I put my head down. But there's no place to hide. I just 
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showed everyone how dumb I am.  
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CHAPTER TWO 

I WONDER 

 

TUESDAY MORNING. Hayley and I walk through the front gate 

of Edison High School. 

"I'll see you at home," she says. "Remember what Mom said 

about your homework." 

"Okay." 

I don't want to be here. I wish I could stay home. I want to 

walk away and never come back. 

* * * 
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MATH, PERIOD ONE. Mr. Braden stands at the door when I get 

there. He's one of those old-fashioned teachers who always wears a 

suit.  

I get a bad feeling when I see what's on the whiteboard.  

"Today we're starting word problems," Mr. Braden says. 

"That's what math is. It's about using numbers as a tool to do things 

in real life." 

He calls on a guy in front to read the problem on the board. I 

read along with him. But I don't understand it very well. It's all a 

big jumble to me.  

* * * 

LUNCH. I walk with the other kids to the food court. I try to find 

the fastest line, but it's hard for me to see. Everyone is taller than 

me. 

I get my food and sit in the back with Alex and Fernando.  

"We had a sub again in English today," Alex says. "Three 

guys were ditching in there from other classes." 
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"What happened?" I ask. 

"When the sub took attendance, she made us say our ID 

numbers. The guys who were ditching all got caught." 

"Was that Ms. Culver?" Fernando asks. 

"Gulliver," Alex says. "She's pretty old. But she doesn't let 

you get away with anything." 

I get a scared feeling again. I was hoping she wouldn't be 

back. I don't want her to call on me. 

* * * 

ENGLISH, PERIOD SIX. Ms. Gulliver stands at the door with a 

paperback in her hand. I look down and try to go past her. 

"Owen, this is for you," she says. "I think you'll like it."  

The book is, I Survived Hurricane Katrina, by Lauren 

Tarshis. The picture on the front shows a kid caught in a flood.  

I take my seat and turn the pages. Most of the words look 

okay. I've never had a teacher give me a book before.  

Ms. Gulliver comes to the front of the classroom. "The 
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principal talked to me at lunch. Ms. Knox had a baby boy this 

morning." 

Some of the kids start clapping. Then everybody claps. Ms. 

Knox is nice. I'm glad for her.  

"I don't know how long she'll be gone," Ms. Gulliver says. 

"But the principal said I could be here for the rest of the year." 

The room goes silent. I look down. What am I going to do 

when Ms. Gulliver calls on me again? 

* * * 

AFTERNOON. Alex is ready when I knock on his door. We get on 

our skateboards and ride to the Taco Slab.  

It used to be Taco Time, but it burned down. Now, it's just a 

big slab of concrete next to Mike's Market. 

I do some low Ollies and rail stands. Alex does kick flips.  

Mr. Mike comes out of the market with his coffee cup. He 

sits on the old chair where he always sits. He used to be a football 

player. He's so huge that the chair looks like it could break at any 
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time.  

"You guys are getting better on those things," Mr. Mike says. 

"Watch this," Alex says. He does a kick flip and nails it.  

I try the same thing. But the board gets away from me, and I 

fall. I hit the ground and pop up as quickly as I can. 

Mr. Mike laughs. "That would have been a good video." 

I laugh, too. "Maybe I could have been famous." 

"What's going on with your grades?" Mr. Mike asks us. 

"They come out tonight," Alex says. 

"Be sure to bring them by tomorrow," Mr. Mike says. "I want 

to see them." 

 Ever since we were little, Mr. Mike has been giving us free 

stuff for our grades. I wonder what he's going to give me. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

GRADES  

 

BACK HOME. I sit on the couch, which is also my bed. Hayley 

won't be home from volleyball until five o'clock, so I still have 

time. I turn on the TV and start up my new game, War Blaster.  

My name in the game is Sarge. I'm tall, with huge arms and a 

torn army uniform. I run across a field with my machine gun and 

hide behind a blown-up troop carrier. Bullets fly past my head. A 

helicopter zooms toward me, its machine guns blasting. I jump to 

the side and keep running. Three enemies shoot at me. I hit the 
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ground and crawl into a bomb crater. They're coming for me. I 

raise my gun and fire.  

Hayley's key turns in the door lock. I click off the TV and 

pick up the book Ms. Gulliver gave me. 

"Owen, I know what you were doing," Hayley says. "I could 

hear your game from outside." 

"Maybe you heard it from next door. I've been reading this 

book for my English class." 

"What's it about?" 

"It's about a kid in a hurricane." 

"I can tell that from the picture on the front," Hayley says. 

"Mom told you. No video games until you finish your homework." 

"You're not Mom." 

"You need to quit playing," Hayley says. "You're being 

stupid." 

I hate that word. She thinks she's perfect. I'm glad when she 

leaves the room. 
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* * * 

FIVE-THIRTY. I stand at the stove, frying the chicken. Hayley 

opens a box of macaroni and cheese. When it comes to cooking, I 

know what I'm doing. I'm twenty times better than her. 

"I think I might get all A's on my report card again," Hayley 

says. 

"Good for you." I sprinkle pepper on the chicken.  

"Do you know what you're getting?" she asks. 

"Not yet." 

I turn the pieces of chicken. They're browning just right. I'm 

tired of Hayley and her straight A's. Her picture is on the wall at 

Edison, one of the Top-Ten Seniors. I have to look at it every day. 

* * * 

AFTER DINNER. I sit at the kitchen table and open the laptop. 

The cover is cracked, but I fixed it with duct tape. I get on School 

View and go to the screen for tenth graders.  

In math, we have three word-problems. The first one is like 
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the lesson we had in class today. But I have no idea how to solve 

it. It's the same for the other two. I copy the problems, show some 

work, and write down some answers that I know are wrong. But 

the printing is neat, so it should be good for a C. 

Next, I go to the website for science. We have to read four 

pages and answer the questions. I don't understand any of it. I copy 

some sentences and add a few words of my own. I don't know 

what the answers mean. But they look good.  

In history, I do the same thing. I also copy for English. 

Report card grades come online eight o'clock tonight. I 

always do my homework, so I should be okay.  

But the grading policy at Edison is different from middle 

school. The only letter grades are A's, B's, and C's. If it's below a 

C, you get a NoPass.  

* * * 

EIGHT O'CLOCK. I click on School View and put in my 

password. It doesn't work. I try a second time. It still doesn't work. 
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I guess I'm nervous.  

I try a third time. The grading screen comes on. In drawing, I 

have a B. In PE, I have a B. But I have NoPasses in math, science, 

history, and English.  

Four NoPasses.  

Maybe it's a mistake. I close the screen and log in again. The 

four NoPasses are still there.  

I did all my homework. I thought it was good enough. This is 

the worst report card I've ever had.  

* * * 

ELEVEN O'CLOCK. I unfold the couch, get under the blankets, 

and turn out the light. Mom's going to be mad when she gets home 

and sees my grades.  

The front door opens. Cold air blows into the living room. I 

pretend to sleep while Mom comes in. 

She steps past my bed into the kitchen. A chair slides on the 

floor. She's probably sitting at the table.  
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I hear typing. I bet she's looking at Hayley's grades. More 

typing. She's probably looking at mine. 

I thought I could get good grades by being nice to the 

teachers and printing neatly.  

I was wrong.  


